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The most discouraging aspect of any attempt to examine
the economic development of China is the lack of any long-term
series of basic data. There are, of course, a number of studies
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5] which include valuable statistics but until a
systematic attempt is made to put all these together, to
supplement and to modify them, we feel that we are looking
at a confused picture. We cannot even see clearly where the
gaps in our knowledge lie. (It is precisely for this reason
that the construction of National and Social Accounts dapite
lack of data are so important - as Miss Peter Ady pointed out
long since). This brief paper cannot claim to go far in the
direction of coordinating all the available material on
Chinese output but it makes an attempt to provide one useful
series which, it is hoped, will reveal - at least roughly -
the magnitude of China's development.
The Basis of the Tables
In Table 2A a number of the entries for grain and industrial
output are underlined. These were obtained from McFarlane's
paper [5] together with some additional figures on grain output
kindly provided by him. These statistics provided the 'bench-
marks' which, when coupled with some other rates of growth
appearing in McFarlane's paper, enabled the construction of
series of grain and industry.
The following items extracted from McFarlane's paper were
used with the 'bench marks': -
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Grain: 1950-56: "the growth rate in grain output.. .is thought
to have been about 3 per cent".
1957-68: output rose by 2.2 per cent per annum.
1957-70: output rose by 2.5 per cent per annum.
Industry: 1952-59: output rose by 20.6 per cent per annum.
1965-69: output rose by 10 per cent over the whole
period.
1957-69: output rose by 4.4 per cent per annum.
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We must note at this point that what we are able to calculate
so far is (a) a quantum series of grain output and (b) a value
series of industrial output. We can combine these directly only
if we assume that there were no price changes for the industrial
output; in other words, the industrial series represents also a
quantum series. Some, in fact, do maintain that China has been
able to develop without any inflation but this author finds that
difficult to believe without detailed evidence. But, as a first
step in the construction of the series, the existence ofa zero
price change has been accepted.
We see then from Table 2A that industrial output rose from
Yuan 6.4 billion in 1950 to Yuan 41.8 billion in 1970, a rise of
553 per cent. This represents a cumulation rate of growth of 9.9
per cent per annum1 which, if there was no inflation, could be
considered the real growth rate.2
The rates of growth for various series are shown in Table 1.
C.f. Hsia [1] "In the period covered by the First Five-Year
Plan (1953-57) mainland China's gross industrial value output
expressed in 'constant 1952 prices' increased by 132.4 per cent.
The average annual rate of increase is calculated to be 18.4
per cent" [p. 73] and "mainland China's net industrial output
increased 124.8 per cent during the four years (1952-56)"
[p. 75]. By referring to Table 2 in ilsia [I. p. 75] we can
affirm that our figures of Industrial Output refer to the
net concept. A comparison shows the following:
Value of Net Output of Present Study
Industry in Million Yuan
New 3M? at 1952 Prices Yuan Billion
(Bs i a)
1952 8,659.7 9.3
1953 11,572.3 11.2
1956 19,540.6 19.8
The Weighting Problem
In an earlier version of this paper the grain índex and the
industry index were combined into a single index by giving a
weight of 4 to grain and 1 to industry.
This weighting pattern, based on the fact that in India,
agriculture is about four times as important as industry in
GNP, resulted in the following per annum growth rates:
Grain plus industry (without allowance for price 4.9 per cent
changes for industrial output)
Grain plus industry (with allowance for price 4.4 per cent
changes for industrial output)
Grain plus industry per head (without allowance 2.7 per cent
for price changes)
Grain plus industry per head (with allowance 2.2 per cent
changes)
However, it has been pointed out (see sources note following
Table 2A) that this weighting pattern considerably undervalues the
importance of industry in the Chinese economy. Hence a recalculat-
ion was made based on a continually growing importance of industry
in the aggregate over the twenty-year period. The aggregate index
for grain plus industry is shown in Table 2A, column 7 and the
growth rate works out at 7.1 per cent per annum.
If we can assume that the relative importance of services
remained constant over the period, this would renresent, too, the
rate of growth of Net National Product. But we have been content
not merely to make some 'guesstimate' of the rate of growth of
N.N.P. but also to provide a series of annual N.N.P. values in
constant prices.
Hsia [1. p. 74] makes the statement that "Mainland China's
N.N.P. has been reported to be 61,130 million yuan new JMP for
1952 and 88,750 million yuan for 1956". Since the series for grain
plus industry (which we assume to move like N.N.P.) is already in
quantum terms (since we assumed no price changes for industry) it
is now possible to provide a series of N.N.P. in terms of yuan at
constant 1952 prices. This has been done in Table 2A, column 8.
It shows that N.N.P. in constant 1952 prices rose from 54.1 billion
yuan in 1950 to 211.8 billion yuan in 1970. On a per head basis,
this works out at 97.7 yuan in 1950, rising to 282.4 yuan in 1970
(in constant 1952 prices)
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Conversion to $ U.S.
The limitations of converting G.N.P. etc. directly from one
currency to another through the medium of the exchange rate are
well known, and what is ideally re4uired is a purchasing-power
parity rate or a Colin Clarkian 'Oriental Unit'. For lack of a
better measure, the quoted exchange rate between the yuan and the
dollar has been used and the result shows that N.N.P. per head in
constant 1952 prices rose from $ US 39 in 1950 to $ US 115 in
1970.8 Axd, just for the record, the aggregate N.N.P. has been
converted into $ U.S.
Change in Price Assumption
Doubts were expressed earlier about the possibility of
development with no price inflation. It was therefore thought
desirable to see what would be the result of making the assumpt-
ion of a very moderate rise in the price level for industrial
output, viz, a rise of only 1 per cent per annum.3 The results
are shown in Table 2B, and, in summary form, in Table 1. As might
have been expected intuitively from the small price increase
allowed, the results are not significantly different - the rate
of increase of real N.N.P. per head, for instance, falls from
5.5 per cent per annum to 4.7 per cent per annum. And even this
lower figure is appreciably better than that for many other
developing countries. It is the author's opinion, however, that
the results of Table 2B in which price rises are assumed are
more realistic than those of 2A where unchanged prices are
assumed.
The Graphs
The trends are brought out clearly in the graphs 1, 2 and 3.
One of the most interesting features to observe is the sharp
reduction in the rate of growth of industrial output about 1959.
Which, however, by its nature, cannot be used to make
comparisons between countries inside the Asian 'rice
gop and those outside.
C.f. the 1965 estimates of gross domestic product per head
in 1965 in current prices for the following: East and South
East Asia, $ US 100- Burma, $ US 60; Cambodia, $ US 120;
Ceylon, $ US 137; Taiwan, $ US 200; India, $ US 92; Indonesia,
$ US 85; S. Korea, $ US 93; Malaysia, $ US 272; Nepal, $ US 69;
Pakistan, $ US 95; Philippines, $ US 237; Singapore, $ US 529;
Thailand, $ US 113 [6., pp. 113, 114J.
C.f. India's rate of price increase of 4.6 per cent per annum
between 1952 and 1970.
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It may be true, as Bruce McFarlane states [5. p. 11 that
"Nao has made it very clear in his programmatic documents on
planning for economic growth that the aim should not be to
make a fetish out of maximizing the rate of increase of
national product".
But 'fetish' or not, it is surely a good plan to attempt the
construction of a record at least of what has been achieved. This
has been the purpose of this contribution.
Stockholm, August 1971.
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TABLE 1 C H I N A : Rates of Increase per Annum 1950-1970
Per Cent
Per Annum
Population 1.6
Grain output (quantum) 2.4
Assuming no price change for industry output
Industrial output1
Weighted aggregate of grain plus industry
(quantum)
N.N.P. in constant 1952 prices
N.N.P. in constant 1952 prices per head
Assuming price change2 for industry output
Industrial output (quantum) 8.8
Weighted aggregate of grain plus industry
(quantum)
6.3
N.N.P. in constant 1952 prices
N.N.P. in constant 1952 prices per head 4.7
Source: Derived from Table 2
9.9
7.1
5.5
In value terms, which is equivalent to quantum if price
change is zero.
An increase of 1 per cent per annum.
lndx 1950 lOO
700
600
500
400
300
200
50
loo
Chart I China Output 950 - 970
1950 52 54 56 58 960 62 64 66 8 ;c7o
Source Table 2A Cols 2, 4 and 7
(I) Quantum of grain output
Value of industrial output (equivalent to quantum of industrial
output if zero price rise assumed
Weighted aggregate of grain plus industry output
55
56
200
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Cht 2 China Population and Net National Product
Per Head 1950 - 970
Index 1950 lOO
300
250
(2)
54 56 58 1960 62 64 66 68 1970
Source Table 2A Cols 10 and 13
(I) Popuation
(2) Nct National Product in constant 952 prices per head
(assuming zero price rises)
Index 950 00
600
500
400
300
200
150
Chart 3. China Output and Net National Product
Per Head 1950 - 1970
54 56 58 960 62
Source Table 2A Col 2; Table 2B Cols 2, 3 and 8
(t) Quantum of grain output
Quantum of industrial output (i.e. value of industrial output
deflated by assumed price increase).
Quantum of weighted aggregate of grain plus industry output.
Net national product in constant 1952 prices per head
(allowing for deflated industrial output).
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